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in equity is brou,g};ltto enjoin proceedings at law. As the
has already been served upon the defendants' attorpeys, an order au·
thorizing such service will be granted upon presenting a sufficient
affidavit.

WALLAMET IRON BRIDGE Co. t1. a.nd another.

Oowrt, D. Orego,., :March 3, 1884.)

L BILL OP REVIEW.
An application to file a bill of review, without the performance of the de-

cree, ought to be made to the court by petition and on notice to the adverse
party, and if it appears that the performance of the decree would destroy the
subject of the litigation, it ought to be allowed.
SAME-HEARING. '

On the hearing of a bill of review the, court can only consider the errors of
law apparent on the face of the record, aI)d a fact found or determined by the
decree is presumed to have been sufficiently proved by the evidence.

a. THE WALLAMET RIVER A NAVIGABLE WATER OF THE UNITED S'rATEs.
The Wallamet river, though wholly within the state of Oregon, by means of

its connection with the Columbia river, forms, a highway for interstate and
foreign commerce, and is therefore a navigable river of the United Btates, and
subject, as such, to the control of congress. '

40. NAVIGABLB WATERS IN OREGON ABE COMMON HIGHWAYS.
The act of February 14, 185ll, (11 St. 383,) admitting Oregon.into the UnioD,

which declares that the navigable waters therein shall be "common highWays
'and forever free" to the citizens of the United. States, is not a compact made
with or condition imposed upon the state in consideration of its admission .into
the UnioD, but is, so far, an absolute and, valid regulation, made by cqngress
in pursuance of its power over the navigable waters of the Uriited States, as a
means of interdtate and foreign commerce, which it might as well: have enacted
before or after as at the time of 'such admission.

•• OBSTRUCTION TO "COMMON HIGHWAY."
Congress, by the act of 1859, having declared the Wallamet river" a common

highway," the state cannot authorize anyone to build a bridge across the same,
which, under the circumstances of the oasei will needlessly impede or obstruct
the navigation thereof.

8. JURISDICTION OF THE UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT.
The WaUamet river being declared co a common highway" by congrellB, the

question of what constitutes a needless and therefore unlawful obstruction
thereto arises under a law of the United States, and therefore the United
States circuit court has jurisdiction to hear and determine a suit involving the
'same.

T. THE ORDINANCE OJ!' 1787.
Semble, that the clause in the fourth article of the compact in the ordinance

of 1787, concerning the navigable waters of the Northwest territory, was not
abrogated or sl:lperaeded by the formation of states therein and their admission
into the Union.

Bill of Review.
George H. Williams and Ru!u, Mallory, for plaintiff.
Walter W. Thayer and John M. 'Gearin, for defendants.
DEADY, J. This is a bill of revi13w,filed May 27, 1883, and

brought to reverse the final deoree given in this court on, October 22,
1881, in a suit between the parties hereto, commence.d by the de·

1Reversed. See 8 SUllo Ct. Rep. 811.
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fendants herein, on January 3, 1881, to obtain an injunction re-
straining the plaintiff herein from further constructing a bridge
across the Wallamet river, at the foot of Morrison street, in Port-
land, upon the ground that such a bridge as said plaintiff was then en-
gaged in building was an unnecessary and unlawful hindrance and
obstruction to the navigation of said with sea-
going vessels,-becauseof the insufficient character and improper
position of the piers and the lack of width in the draw; that said
bridge would be a public nuisance, injurious, and damaging to the
rights and interests of defendants herein, as the owners and lessees
of valuable wharf property in Portland, a short distance above the
site of said bridge, and contrary to the act of congress of l!'ebruary
14, 1859, (11 St. 383,) which provides "that all the navigable
waters of said state [OregonJ shall be common highways." An ap-
plication was made to the district judge on the bill, and affidavifs,
and counter-affidavits for a provisional injunction, and after a hear-
ing, in which the corporation maintained its right to build the bridge
in question, under and by authority of an act of the legislature of
Oregon, of October 18, 1878, authorizing the Portland Bridge Com-
pany, a corporation formed under the laws of Oregon, or its assigns,
to build a bridgv, "for all purposes of travel and commerce," acrOSfl
the Wallamet river, between Portland and East Portland, "at such
point or location on the banks of said river" as it might select, "on
or above street, of said city of Pcrtland:" "provided that
there shall be placed and maintained in said bridge a good and suf-
fieient w'aw of not less than 100 feet in the clear, in width, of a pas-
sage-way, and so constructed and maintained as not to injuriously
impede and obstruct the free navigation of said river, but so as to
allow the easy and reasonable passage of vessels through said
bridge." .
On March 28, 1881, an order was made continuing the application

for an injunction until the April term, and until the circuit judge
should be present; and restraining the corporation in the mean time
as prayed for in the bill. Hatch v.Wallamet I. B. 00.7 Sawy. 127;
[So C. 6 FED. REP. 326.J On April 11, 1881, the corporation put in
its answer to the bill, alleging that it was a corporation duly formed
under the laws of Oregon, and the assignee of the Portland Bridge
Company aforesaid; and admitted that it was building the bridge, as
alleged, under authority of the act of the legislatnre aforesaid, except
that the draw was 105 feet in the clear, instead of 100, and that the
piers were sufficient and at right angles with the currenti and denied
the same was or would be any hindrance or obstruction to the navi·
gation of the river, or any injury to the defendants herein. At the
April term the application for a provisional injunction was further
heard upon the bill, answer, and further affidavits and counter affida-
vits, before the circu:t and district judge, the counsel for the plain-
tiff herein then conceding that the law of the case had been correctly
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ruled on the former hearing before the district judge, (Hatch v. Wal-
lamet, 1. B. 00., supra,) and that the only question in the case for the
consideration of the court was whether, under t.he circumstances, the
proposed bridge was an unreasonable use of this common highway;
and on April 17th an order was made allowing the provisional in-
junction restraining the corporation, as prayed for in the bill. Hatch
v. Wallamet I. B. Co. 7 Sawy. 141; [So O. 6 FED. REP. 781.] Sub·
sequently, the cause was put at issue by the filing of a replication to
the answer, and testimony taken by both parties, and at the October
term it was finally heard before the circuit judge, who, on October
22,1881, gave a decree therein for the defendants herein, perpetually
enjoining the corporation as prayed for in the bill, and also requiring
it to remove the material already placed in the liver in the construc-
tion of the piers. FroIn this decree an appeal was allowed to the
plaintiff herein on October 22, 1883.
An application was made for leave to file the bill of review, with-

out first performing the decree requiring plaintiff therein to remove
the unfinished piers from the river. The application was based upon
a petition or allegation in the bill, stating the grounds thereof. Upon
notice to the adverse party it was heard and allowed upon the ground
that the performance of the decree, in this respect, would involve
large expense and the destruction, so far, of the subject of the liti-
gation, so that if the decree is reversed for error, the plaintiff herein
will, nevertheless, suffer an irremediable loss, as in the caae of the can-
cellation of a bond in obedience to a decree. Story Eq. PI. § 406;
Davis v. Speiden, 104 U. S. 83. But I think the better method of
making the application is by a separate petition for that purpose,
against which the adverse party may show cause and the matter be
fully heard and determined·thereo.n. The right to file the bill may
depend upon a question of fact not determined or affected by the pro-
ceedings or decree in the case, as the pecuniary ability of the party
to pay a given t:lum of money, and therefore the application should be
made in such manner as will best enable the parties to be fully
heard in the premises. . The rule requiring the performance of the
decree is said to be "administrative" rather than "jurisdictional," and
therefore a bill filed without such performance or leave would give
the court jurisdiction to review the decree; and if the adverse party
did not move to strike it from the files, he would be held to have
waived the objection. Davis V. Speiden, supra, 85.
The defendants herein demur to the bill, for that there are no er-

k'Ors in the record, nor any sufficient matter alleged in the same, to
require a reversal of the decree. The bill contains an assignment of
errors, 11 in number, most of which are predicated upon the reasons
given in the opinion of the court allowing the provisional injunction,
rather than the decree itself, and all but one are simply variations
of the allegation that the court erred in deciding that the act of con-
gress of February 14, 1859, was in any degree a limitation or re-
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atraint upon the power of the state to obstruct or authorize the ob.
struotion of the navigation of the river, by the construction of a
bndge of any character across the same. The exception is .the as-
signment No.4, which alleges that the court erred in deciding as a
matter of fact that the bridge in question is or will be·a and
serious impediment to the navigation of the river. This is a pro.
ceeding to review the former determination of this and obtain a
reversal of the decree then given therein for errors of law apparent
on the face of the reccrd,-the pleadings, proceedings, and decree,-
without reference to the evidence in the case. Story, Eq. 407;
Shelton v. Vankleeck, 106 U. S. 532; [So C. 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 491.] No
question is made but that the allegations of the original bill are suffi-
cient to authorize the decree; and the law presumes that the evidence
was sufficient to sustain it. It follows, then, that for the purpose of
this proceeding it must be considered .settled that this bridge, as and
where itwas being built, is and would. Qe, as a matter of fact, aseri·
ous and unnecessary impediment and obstruction to the navigation
of the river, by reason of which the defendants herein suffered and
would suffer, as riparian proprietors, spacial damage. But whether
such obstruction is also unlawful is the question, and the only one,
properly arising on this bill of review. The assignment of errors in
law, as has been stated" arain effect that the act of 1859 has no
plication to the case; that congress has made no provision on the
subject of the navigation of the river; and that therefore the. whole
question of the of the proposed structure arises .under the
state law, and is withouttbe jurisdi'.!tion of this court.
The argument of counsel for the corpcration, in support of this

conclusion, is, in substance and effect:
(1) The Wallamet river is wholly within the state of Oregon, and

therefore not within the power of congress to regulate or conserve its
use as a vehicle, or means of interstate or foreign commerce. Now,
this proposition has no countenance or snpport in either reason or
authority. In fact, and for all the purposes of commerce, the Wal-
lamet river is a part of the Columbia, of which it is an important af-
fluent or branch. Together they form., or help to form, a continuous
highway between Oregon and the other Pacific states and territories
and foreign countries; therefore, in contemplation of the constitu-
tional grant of power to congress over the subject of commerce be·
tween these states and countries, and for the purpose of regulating
the same, it is the property of the nation-a navigable water of the
United States. The authorities from Gibbnns V. Ogden, 9 Wlwat. 1,
to Miller v. City of New York, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 234-a period of 60
years-are uniform and unqualified on this point.
In Gilman v. Philadelphia, 3 Wall. 724, Mr. Justice SWAYNE says:
"Commerce includes navigation. The power to regulate commercecompre-

hends the control for that purpose, and to the extent necessary, of all the navi-
waters of the United States which are accessible from a state other than
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those in which they lie. For this purPose they are the public property of the
nation, and subject to all tne requisite legislation by congress. This neces-
sarily includes the power to keep them open and free from any obstruction
to their naVigation, interposed by the states orotherwise; to remove such ob-
structions when they exist; and to provide, by such sanctions as they may
deem proper, against occurrence of the evil, and for the punishment of the
offenders. "
In The Daniel Ball, 10 Wall. 557, it was held that Grand river, a

comparl\tively water lying wholly within the state of
'Michigan,"but emptying into the lake of. that name, and only naviga-
ble 40 miles from its mouth to Grand Rapids, for a boat of 123 tons
burden, is a navigable water of the United States, and subject to its
control asa highway of commerce, interstate and foreign, on account
'of its junction with Lake Michigan, of which it forms a part. In de-
livering the opinion of the (lourt, Mr. Justice FIELD said (page 563)
the cOnl;mon-law test of the navigability of a river-the ebb and flow
of the tide therein....;..does not apply to the rivers of this country:
"Those rivers must be regarded as navigable rivers in law which

are navigable in fact; and they are naVigable in fact when they are used, 'or
are susceptible of being used, in their ordinary condition, as highways for
.commerce, over which trade and travel are or may be conducted in the cus-
.tomarymodea of trade and, travel on water; and they
waters of the United States within the meaning of the acts of congress, ill
contradistinotion from the mWigahle watera of the' 8tatoo, when they form in
'their ordinary condition, by themselves iorby uriitiiig with other watera, a
continued highway over which commerce is or may be carried on with other
s,tates qr.foreign in the modes inwhicll such com-
Illerce is conducted by water." .
In Escanaba Co. v. Chicago, 107 U. 8, 678, [2 Sup. Ct. Rep. 185,J

it was held that the Chicago river, lying wholly within the city of
Chicago, and a little local' stream, compared with the Wallamet,
is a navigable water of the United States, because it lead$ into Lake
Michigan; and in Miller v. City. oj New York, supra, the same rule
was applied to the East river, a water wholly within the state of New
York, but connecting the Hudson and the sound, and therefore a
highway of interstate and foreign commerce. Mr. Justice ,FIELD de-
livered the opinion of the court in both these cases, and referred to
,and relied on the, above citation from the opinion of the court in the
case of The Daniel Bell. See, also, Hatch v. Wallamet I. B. Co.,
supra. '
(2) That if congress has the power to regulate the navigation of

the Wallamet river, as a navigable water of the United States,.it
cannot do so by a special act, as the statute of 1850, applicable
alone to the waters of Oregon, but only by a general law, which shall
operate uniformly upon all such waters in the United States. And
thi,s, proposition is also·without a shadow of foundation in eithel'rea-
son or authority. It is rather late in the day to question the right
of congress to exercise its authority over the navigable waters of the
United ',States,specially,-fiom time to time and place to place,-as
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it may consider the exigencies of commerce to require. Congress
has been making appropriations from time to time, for years, to
maintain and improve the navigation of the Wallam!3t river, but on
this theory of· its power all such acts are void and usurpations of
power, unless a like provision was made at the same time for every
other navigable water of the United States. In the last 15 or 20
years congress has legislated largely on the subject of bridges over \
the Ohio, Mississippi, and Missouri rivers, prescribing when, where,
and how they mayor may not be built, (Hatchv. Wallamet 1. B. Co.,
supra;) and although important interests have been unfavorably af-
fected by such legislation, it was never before suggested that it wail
invalid for want of such uniformity. It has also legislated specially
upon the subject of a bridge over the .East river in New York; and
although the legality of this structure has since been contested from
thl:l circuit to the supreme court of the United States, (Miller v. City
of New York, Bupra,) no one appears to have ever questioned the le-
gality of the act of congress authorizing ita erection and prescribing
its character and location, on this or any other ground.
The vice of the argument in support of each of these propositions

iR the assumption that the navigable waters within a state are exclu-
Bively the waters of such state, and therefore congress has no power
over them; or, if it may legislate concerning them in the interest of
commerce, it can only do so by such general legislation as shall limit or
affect the power of each state in the premises equally, so as to preserve,
as it is said, its "equal footing in the Union with the other states." But,
as we have seen, this theory of the matter is founded upon a total mis-
apprehension of the relation of the national and gtate governments
to the subject and to one another. For the purposes of commerce,
and the exercise of the power of congress over that subject, every
navigable water in the Union which of itself, or by means of its con-
nections, forms a continuous highway for interstate or foreign com-
merce, is primarily the navigable water of the United States, over
which it has the same power for the purposes of 8ul1h commerce as
if it was. wholly in a territory or the District of Columbia. When
and how far congress will exercise this power is a question for its de-
termination in each case, looking to the public convenience and gen-
eral welfare. In the exercise of this, as in the case of other congres-
sional powers, no such thing as uniformity of action is desirable or
attainable; and it is also to be cODsidered that what is lawful may
not always be expedient.
(3) That cODgress has no power, in the admission of a state into

the Union, to impose, by compact or otherwise, any limitation or re-
striction on its. powers or rights as a state, under the constitution;
and therefore the act of 1859, admitting Oregon into the Union, so
far as it attempts to restrict ita power over the navigable waters
within its limits, is void and of no effect. But admitting the prem-
ises, the conclusion does not follow. Although the grant of power to
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congress to admit new states into this Union (U. S. Const. art. 4,
§ 3) is unqualified, yet it is well established by the supreme court
that congress cannot admit a state upon any other than an equal
footing with the other states therein, and therefore cannot, as a consid.
eration of snch admission, make any valid compact or enactment
which shall deny to such state within its limits the municipal powers
common to the others. Pollard v. Hagan, 3 How. 233; Permoli v. New
Of'leans, Id. 609; Strader v. Graham, 10 How. 1;12. The act of 1859,
admitting Oregon into the Union, contains (section 4) four proposi.
tions to the people of Oregon concerning the public IftDds therein,
which, in consideration of a valuable grant of public land, they ac·
cepted by an act of the legislature of June 3, 1859. Or. Laws, 101.
But the admission of the state was not conditioned upon the accept.
ance of these propositions, and in fact preceded it. Nor did the state,
in accepting it, undertake to relinquish any power or right that be·
longed to it, as a state of the Union, unless it is the right to tax "non.
resident proprietors" higher than "residents." Therefore, this pore
tion of the act is valid, without reference to such acceptance, as a
congressional enactment respecting the disposition of the public lands
in Oregon. U. S. Const. art. 4, § 8; Pollard v Hagan, 3 How. 224.
But the clause in section 2 of the act of 1859, declaring the navi·

gable waters in Oregon to be "common highways," is no part of these
propositions, and does not even purport to derive its force or vital·
ity from this or any compact, but solely from the fact that it is an
act of congress, duly passed by it in pursuance of its power to regu-
late commerce. The admission of the state and the enactment of the
regulation are simply coincident in point of time. The one was ad·
mitted unconditionally and the other enacted absolutely; and the
regulation might have been enacted on the day before or the day after
the admission, or at any time since as well as then. But even if it
had been made a condition of the admission of the state into the
Union that the people thereof should consent to this regulation, it
would nevertheless be valid, as an act of congress, because that body
bad the power to pass it without their consent. Their consent would
add nothing to its force or validity. In the case on this
subject of Pollard v. Hagan, 8upra, the court say (page 229) of
following declaration contained in the compact entered into between
the United States and Alabama, upon the admission of the latter into
the Union, "that all navigable waters within the said state shall for-
ever remain public highways, free to the citizens of said state and
the United States, without any tax, duty, impost, or toll therefor, im-
posed by the said state," (3 St. 492,) that it was nothing more than
a regulation of oommerce, and, as such, a valid and binding act of
congress, without reference to the supposed compact or the consent
of the people of Alabama.
(4) That the provision in section 2 of the act of 1859-"all the

navigable waters of said state [Oregon] shall be common highways
v.19,110.6-23
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and forever 'free, as well to the: tnhabitants of said state as to all
other citizens of the United States, without any tax, duty, impost,
or toll therefor"-was not intended, and should not be construed as
a restriction or limitation on the power of the state to impede and
obstruct the navigation of the Wallamet river at its pleasure, but
only on, its power to impose a toll upon any citizen of the United
States on account of such navigation. Thi,s clause bad its origin in
the fourth ot the articles of compael; of the ordinance of 1787, for the
government of the Northwest territory,in which it was provided that
"the navigable waters leading into the Mississippi and the St. Law-
rence, and the carrying places between the same, shall be common
highways and forever free, as wellt\) the inhabitants of said territory
as to the citizens of the United States, and those of any other states
that may be admitted into the ,confederacy, without any tax, impost
or duty therefor;" and has been applied to the states admitted to the
Union since the formation of the constitution, and formed out of ter·
ritory other than that'include,d in the ordinance, it being generally
auppoaed, until a comparatively late day, that these articles of com·
pact, and particularly the clause in question, continued in force in
the states formed out of such territory, except so far as altered by
"common consent." Strader v.Grahum, 10 How. 97, McLEAN and
CATON, JJ.; Pulmer v. Com'rs C'l1ynhoglt Co. 3 McLean, 226; Colum-
bus Ins. Co. v. Curtenius, 6 McLean, It is admitted that the
provision does this state from imposing any tax or toll on
any citizen of th,e United on account of the navigation of the
river. But the authority of the national government to restrain the
state in this particular is no ,clearer than it is to prevent the state
from authorizing or causing obstructions to the navigation of the
river that may as effectually deprive the citizen of the United States
of its use as a highway as any tax or toll could.
Counsel for the plaintiff herein. contend that the words "common

highways forever free," taken in connection with the rest of the sen-
tence, show that the paramount purpose of this legislation "was to
prevent any discriminat:on petween the citizens of the United States,"
in the imposition of tolls on account of the navigation of the river.
But there. is no ground for this construction, for plainly the clause does
not rest with the prohibition of discrimination in the imposition of
such tolls, but goes further, aIfdprohibits them altogether, as well in
the case of the citizens of the state as of the United States. But the
clause contains two distinct provisions-the one an absolute prohibi·
tion against the imposition of ;tolls for the navigation of the river, and
the other a declaration that the river shall remain a "common high-
way" for the use of all the ,citizens of the United States. The two
t,hings are separate and distinct, and one is not to he considered the
mere adjunct or amplification 6f the other, because it is found in the
same sentence. The maxim, noscitur a sociis, does not apply. And
if either provision can be considere.d as subordinate to the other, it is
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the one against t;lIs.A highway is It public way upon which all per-
sons have a right to pass; ,and a tmblic, riveris such a way, since'it
is open to all the king's subjects. Rap. & Law, Law Dict., "High-
way;" 2 Smith, Lead. Cas. 175. .
A declaration or act of the congress 'of the United States that a

navigable water thereof shall be a "common highway," imports, ex vi
te,rmini, that such water shall not be closed up or obstructed by dams,
booms, bridges, or otherwise, so as to materially impede or hinder the
navigation of the same. And being a highway, no toll can be charged
for travel thereon, except by consent of the sovereign power which de-
clared and made it such,--the congress of the United States,--and they
have been forbidden it to be done. The plain purport and effect of
the statute is this: (1) The Wallamet river is de.clated and made a
"common highway" for the use of all the citizens of the United States;
and (2) it shall be a "free" highway, upon which no toll, tax, or im-
post shall be charged. Being a "common" highway, itis open to all
citizens; and being also "{ree," it is open to them without toll or tax.
From these premises, the conclusion follows that any obstruction to
the navigation of this river, which materially impairs its use as a
"common highway," is contrary to the act of congress, and therefore
illegal, whether authorized by the legislature of the state or not. It
also follows that a case involving the question whether any btidge or
other structure is such an obstruction, is a case arising under a law
of the United States, and therefore within the jurisdiction of this
court. Act of 1875, (18 St. 470.) The court then had jurisdiction
to hear and decide the question whether this bridge is or would be
such an obstruction to the use of this highway as is forbidden by
act of congress. Whether it properly decided the question or not is
a matter depending upon the circumstances of the case as disclosed
by the evidence, and cannot be considered in this proceeding. The
way to determine that is by an appeal from the final decree in the
original case to the supreme court, where the whole question can be
considered on its merits. And in this connection it should be remem-
bered that the court did not decide that the act of 1859 prohibited the
erection of any bridge across the Wallamet. It prohibits, of course,
the erection of a low, solid bridge,for that would be an impassable
barrier-a complete closing of the bighway. And it is equally cer-
tain that it does not prohibit the erection of a high, suspension bridge'
under which vessels navigating the rivermightpasswithout hinderance
or delay. Neither does it prohibita low bridge, properly constructed
Nith a good and sufficient draw, through which vessels may pass
without unnecessary danger or delay-the commerce, size, and con·
dition of thetiver, as well as the state of the art of such bridge build-
ing being taken into consideration. It is well known that all high-
ways, whether of lImd or water, are subject to be crostled by other
highways. The commerce of the country cannot be conducted on
l?arallellines. But where and in what manner such croi:lsing shall
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be made 01' allowed depends largely upon the particular circumsta.nces
of each case. Hatch v. Wallamet I. B. Co,) supra.
But the court found upon the evidence that) all the circumstances

considered, the draw of the proposed bridge was altogether inade-
quate; that it ought to be at least 150 feet wide on either side of the
pivot pier, as provided in the act of congress of June 23, 1874, (18
St. 281,) authorizing the Oregon & California Railway Company to
bridge the river at this place; and therefore it was a material as well
a's needless obstruction to the navigation of the river, causing dan-
ger and delay to the passage of vess'61s thereon. Neither did the
court hold that such a bridge was even authorized by the act of the
legislature of October 18, 1878. That act requires not only that the
bridge shall have a draw of not less than 100 feet in width, but that
it shall be "so constructed and maintained as not to injuriously im-
pede and obstruct the free navigation of said river) but so as to allow
the easy and reasonable passage of said vessels through said bridge.
Dpon this point the conclusion of the court was that the legisla-

lature did not intend to declare that a draw of only 100 feet in width
is sufficient, or to authorize the construction of a bridge otherwise
than with a draw sufficient for the easy and safe passage of vessels,
whether that must be one or two hundred feet in width, but that if it
did, the act was invalid, because contrary to the act of congress,
which on this point is the supreme law of the land. Ha.tch v.Wallamet
I. B. Co., 8upra.
And in this connection the court is reminded by counsel for the

plaintiff herein "that it is a delicate duty for a court to declare an
act of the legislature invalid." Of course, the court will not do so
unless the conflict between it and the act of congress is plain. And
for this reason the act of the legislature is to be construed, if it rea-
sonably can, so as to prevent such conflict, and make it harmonize
with supreme law. But really it is well to remember, in a case like
this, that the interested parties who prepare and procure the passage
of an act granting themselves Bome special or franchise like
this are more responsible for it than the members of the legislature.
The average member, having no special interest in the matter, and
knowing little, if anything, about it, but seeing that the act contains
a plain provision that the bridge shall be built with a good and suffi-
cient draw anyhow, with that understanding gives his consent to its
passage; and I think it ought to be so construed by the court. Con-
sidered in this, its true light, the act is only a license to the corpora-
tion named therein, or its assigns, to build a draw-bridge at this point,
subject to the act of congress of 1859; or, in other words, so as not
needlessly to impede or obstruct the navigation of the river, consid-
ered as a "common highway." Beyond this the legislature could not
go, and it is not to be presumed that it so intended.
The decision in Escanaba Co. v. Chicago, supra, so much relied on

by the plaintiff herein, is not in conflict with these views. In a legal
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point of view, the case is not new, though it contains some whole-
some suggestions upon the application of the law to the facts and cir-
cumstances of that case, whioh are peouliar and altogether different
from this. A small bayou, called a river,with a current less than a mile
an hour, not a mile in length below its two branches, not exoeeding two
miles in length each, not naturally over 150 feet in width, and lying in
the heart of a great city, was deepened and widened so as to serve as
a canal or convenient water-way, whereon to move the lake boats from
the harbor in the lake outside, into which it drained,.to the docks and
warehouses along its banks. Over it there are a number of draw-
bridges, erected by public authority, on which pass daily great num-
bers of people, particularly in going to and returning from their busi-
ness and employment in the morning and evening. Amer. Cyclo.
Chicago. The oity, by the authority of the and with a view of
preventing the inconvenience resulting from the unregulated and con-
flicting use of the bridges and the water-way, passed an ordinance re-
quiring the draws to be closed for the benefit of the land travel for
one hour in the morning and evening, and limiting the period during
which a draw might be kept open for the passage of vessels to 10
minutes at anyone time. The suit did not involve the right to build
the bridges, nor the sufficiency of the draws. The right of the city
on both these points was taken for granted, and the only question
made and decided was whether, under the circumstances, this was a
reasonable regulation, one that did not needlessly obstruct the use of
the water-way, and the court, if I may be allowed to say so, very prop-
erly and wisely held that it was. 'l'he case was· brought in the cir-
cuit court of the United States upon the assumption that the provision
of the fourth article of compact of the ordinance of 1787, whereby the
navigable waters of the Northwest territory were declared "common
highways" was still in force in Illinois, and therefore the reasonable-
ness of the city ordinance, when judged by this United' States law,
was 8. federal question, and the national courts had jurisdiction of
the case, and the decision was actually made upon this hypothesis.
But the learned justice who delivered the opinion of the court went
further, and said that by the admission of Illinois into the Union "on
an equal footing with the original states in all respects whatever, " the
ordinance ceased to have any effect within her limits, and thereiore
there was no law of the United States regulating the use of the nav-
igable waters of the United States within the state of Illinois, and
therefore the latter was the judge of what was reasonable in the prem-
ises.
The cases cited in support of this latter conclusion are Pollard v.

Hagan, 8 How. 212; Permoli v. New Orleans, ld. 589 j and Strader v.
Graham, 10 How. 82. By the first one, as we have seen, it was
simply held that congress cannot, by any compact or condition made
with or laid upon a Btate on her admission into the Union, restrain
or limit her municipal power as such state, but that, if the subject of
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the compact or condition is within- the power of oongress to enact OJ:
regulate, with<ilut the consent ,of the state,-as to declare that the
navigable:waters therein shall be "common highways, "-it is good as
a law. In Eermoli's Oasethe,court only held that so much of the
articles of compact as secured religious freedom to the inhabitants
of the territory of Orleans-the same having been specially extended
thereby congress-ceased to have any force or effect therein upon
the adJilissionof the territory into the Union as the state of Louisi-
ana, because the Bubject of religious freedom in a state was beyond
the power of, congress, and exclusively within that of the state. In
Str<tder's Oaseit was decided on a 'writ of error to the supreme court
of Kentucky that the condition of a negro held, as a slave in that
state, and who had been allowed to visit Ohio, but afterwards re-
turned, was, after such return and in said state, a question arising
Bolely under the laws 'of Kentucky, and therefore not within the juris-
diction of the supreme .court. Bllt, in delivering the opinion of the
court, Mr. Justice TANEY,referring to some sort of claim that
had been made in the argument that the provision in the articles of
compact of the!ordinance of 1787, prohibiting slavery in the North-
west territory, of which Ohio was a part, had some bearing on the
question of the status of the negro, denied that it could have any
effect outside of such territory; and then took occasion further to say
that the ordinance was no longer in force, even in Ohio, where it had
been superseded by the organization and admission of the territory
into the Union as a state, and added that it had been so decided in
the cases of Permo.li v. New Orleans and Pollard v. Hagan, supra.
But this statement, though true generally, and in the light in which
the chief justice was considering the articles-that is, 80 far as they
trenched upon the municipal power of the state, or inconsistent
with. its control over its domestic affairs,-was not otherwise accu-
rate or correct. And for this reason both Justices McLEA:N and
CATRON, ,while assenting to the decision that the ordinance had no
application to the case, in any view of the matter, and that the court
had no jurisdiction to review the judgment of the Kentucky court,
protested against this diotum of the chief justice, the latter putting
his dissent especially on the navigation clause of the fourth article
of the compact, and saying:
"For thirty years, the state courts within the territory ceded by Virginia

have held this part of the fourth article to be in force and binding on them
respectively; and; I feel unwilling to disturb this wholesome course of de-
cision, which is so conservative of the rights of others, in a case where the
fourth article is nowise involved, and when our opinion might be disre-
garded by the state courts as obiter and a dictum uncalled for."

And as we have seen, the only question decided in
was that the clause in the compact secnringreligious freedom to the
lllhabitants of the territory was necessarily superseded upon its admis-
sion into the Union as a state. while it is admitted that the principle
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of this ruling would include all siniilar provisions in the. compact.
In Pollard v. it was held that a atate could, not be ham-
pered or bound, in its admission into the Union, with conditions or
compacts that would limit or restrain its inunicipal power and right,
as compared with the other states therein; it was distinctly decided
that the clause in the ordinance, as applied to Alabama by the act of
congress oflvIarch 2, 1819, (3 St. 489,) authorizing the people of that
territory to form a constitution, declaring the navigable waters of the
future state "common highways, " was not such a condition, but a
valid law which congress had the power to enact, whether the waters
were witllin a state or territory. '
I, therefore, respectfully submit that the clause in the fourth article

of the compact in the ordinance of 1787, relating to the naviga-
ble waters in the Northwes.t territory, having. been enacted by con-
gress, (1 St. 50,) was a valid commercial regulation as to the navi-
gable waters iii said territory or the states afterwards formed therein
until repealed by it, and therefore it is still ill force in Illinois. But
be this as it may, the decision does not totlch the question of the
validity or force and effect of the act of 1859. For on what possible
ground can it be claimed that the admission of Oregon .iritothe Union
set aside or superseded an otherwise valid clause in the very act of
admission, declaring the navigable waters of the future state "com-
mon highways?"
This case, havinp; been heard before the circuit judge, and the de-

cree under review having been made by him, I thought I ought not to
decide the matter without consulting,him. Accordingly, I submitted
this opinion to Judge SAWYER, with copies of the briefs of .counsel, and
he has authorized me to say that he concurs in it. '
There being, then, no error in the original decree, as it appears to

. this court, the demurrer to the bill of review must be sustained, and
the bill dismissed, and it is so ordered.

DUNDEE MORTGAGE, TRUST INVl!JSTMENT Co. 'V. SCHooL-DrsT. No.1,
MULTNOMAH Co., and others. ;.

(Oircuit Oourt, D. Ore,qon. Mar.ch 6,1884.)

1. MULTIPLICITY 011' SUITS.
Equity has jurisdiction to enjoin .the collection of a tax levied nnder an in-

valid law, when necessary to prevent a qlultiplicity of suits.
2. BTATJ!l STATUTE INVOLVING FEDERAL ...

In construing or determining the validity. of a state statute involving afed-
eral question,the national courts are not bound by the decision of the state
court. ,

8. IMPAIRING THE OBLIGATION OF A CONTRACT, .,
At the date of the execntion of a note and mortgage,the law of the state re-

quired the mortgaged premises to ·be asseased at their full cash value for taxa-


